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résonnance du geste après l’acte, celui du club de golf percutant la balle, égal à la vibration de la main accompagnant la corde, ou encore du rebond de la main sur un instrument percussif, ou à l’écho de mon propos chuchotant ce texte.

Julie Talland Terradillos
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**Note**


Scholarship of blackface minstrelsy in the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries has primarily sought to complicate entrenched perceptions of the entertainment form. A range of existing scholarly accounts including those by Eric Lott (1995), Dale Cockrell (1997), W. T. Lhamon (1998), and William Mahar (1999) have laid the groundwork for the growing re-evaluation of minstrelsy’s history. Christopher J. Smith clearly seeks to continue this trend in The Creolization of American Culture: William Sidney Mount and the Roots of Blackface Minstrelsy by building on the perspective of his predecessors whose contributions he is careful to acknowledge and engage with. Like his predecessors, Smith aims to debunk the notion that minstrelsy was simply crass cultural appropriation of African American culture by white Euro-
pean Americans, highlighting the hybridity of its origins and formative contexts by mapping the range of people, places, and social practices that facilitated the formation and popularisation of minstrelsy as a home-grown popular culture.

The primary focus for Smith is the works (paintings, drawings, and sketches) and records (letters, music manuscripts, autobiographical documents, and family accounts) of William Sidney Mount (1807-1867). Following his birth on the North Shore of Long Island, Mount relocated to the Lower East Side of Manhattan where he was exposed to the meeting of African American, Anglo-American, and Caribbean cultural expression. Studying under his uncle Micah Hawkins—who Smith situates as a key role model for the young Mount—he developed a style of art which captured the movements and moments of musical and physical expression. For Smith, the collected works of Mount represent an “unusually clear and detailed snapshot” of the formative stages of blackface performance practices and his portraits “precisely depict essential insights about the creole synthesis” (2014: 123) at the heart of American culture which extend across the Atlantic, the Caribbean, and mainland North America. Mount is, according to Smith, particularly reliable as a measure of the cultural expression of the era: his biography (described in some detail); tastes (as a collector, designer, and player of a range of musical instruments); and artistic works (technically accurate and drawing from real-life) lead Smith to this conclusion. However, it is through the artworks of Mount and of the wider body of vernacular artworks of the nineteenth century, that Smith seeks to expose and explore his primary target: “the sound world of minstrelsy” (2014: 21). Key to Smith’s work is the desire to imagine the sounds and movements of a music that was heard and performed before the dawn of audio recording and photography, a desire that is not adequately sated by interpretations of notated music that may fail to represent the “sounds as performed” (2014: 21) by those early pioneers to the mingling and diverse crowds of early nineteenth century America.

Students of minstrelsy studies may find Smith’s micro-focus on Mount to be alienating; many may be ignorant of the artist and not recognise his relevance to the wider field (myself included). However, Smith is careful to punctuate his work with comments defending his subject’s importance and value to understanding a world little recorded and even less remembered. But the book has wider value. Smith clearly articulates his arguments and guides the reader through a structurally demarcated and obsessively sub-
titled text. Moreover, the author provides an appendix of Blackface Scholarship which carefully outlines the disciplinary approaches to the subject in existing literature which both simultaneously digests a large body of work and draws further attention to the sources to which his research is indebted.

Smith ambitiously claims that Creolization “provides a third stage in the reconsideration of blackface minstrelsy” (2014: 211) following the first stage (represented by the works of Hans Nathan) and the second stage (represented by the works of Dale Cockrell, Eric Lott, W. T. Lhamon, Robert Carlin, and William Mahar). Whether Creolization represents a third and distinct stage in minstrelsy scholarship is debatable, but the book does provide a valuable and unique perspective through the close study of Mount’s life, artworks, and collected artefacts, and on an era of American culture often overlooked as a result of what blackface minstrelsy has become in popular consciousness. His step away from a reliance on sheet music and a focus on using vernacular artworks of the nineteenth century as a prism through which to reconstruct an idea of what “what frozen motion might tell us about musical sound” (2014: 175), Smith broadens an understanding of a vital stage in the development of American vernacular and popular culture and continues “minstrelsy’s rehabilitation” (2014: 211) in scholarly research.
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